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Although the reinforced concrete frame-infill systems are used 

throughout the world, they are rarely included in the numerical analysis 

of the structures. In this study, the effect of the infill walls on the natural 

period is investigated. Equivalent strut methodology is used to model the 

behavior of infill walls taking into consideration the effect of openings. 

A six floors reinforced concrete moment resisting frame  building is 

modeled. Several configurations of infill walls are studied considering 

the wall openings. Natural vibration analysis is carried out for the 

studied building over a wide range of infill wall stiffness. The study is 

extended to investigate the interaction between the masonry infill walls 

and the R.C shear walls in buildings with different heights represented 

by the number of stories which ranges between  6 and 20 floors. All the 

considered shear wall buildings have fixed story total shear wall lengths 

to height ratios in each orthogonal direction. Finally, this study is 

intended with  investigating the parameters of the equations presented 

by famous different codes to calculate the period of the shear wall 

buildings in comparison with modal analysis. It is found that excluding 

the effect of infill walls from modal analysis yields an undesired high 

overestimation of natural period increases as the height of building 

decreases. There is an extreme unrealistic variation in the results of 

natural period obtained from the second alternative of 2003 ECOL 

while there is high correlation between the results of modal analysis of 

wall infilled buildings and some specified code equations.  
 

KEYWORDS: infill walls, wall openings, modal analysis, seismic    

codes 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Reinforced concrete framed buildings with infill walls, that are intended to serve as 

internal partitions or external cladding,  are usually analyzed and designed as bare 

frames, without considering the contributions of infills. Masonry panels are normally 

considered secondary structures or non-structural components. Clearly these 

‘‘nonstructural’’ masonry infill may respond structurally, redistribute lateral shear 

unexpectedly and drastically alter seismic behavior of the infilled frames. The 

simplification of ignoring their presence may in many cases result in unsafe structures 

especially in those buildings designed with obsolete codes or even without taking into 

account any seismic specification [1] - [3]. The infill walls have a direct influence on 
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structural characteristics such as stiffness and energy dissipation capacity, unless 

adequate gaps lead to complete separation of the infills and the surrounding RC frame 

exist. However, even when there is no complete contact between the infills and the 

frame, the former will not remain intact under lateral loading. This is due to their 

tendency to undergo deformations of a shear mode. As it is practical to add such walls 

after the RC frame has been constructed and allowed to harden, gaps are not generally 

present, and despite the absence of shear connectors, the infills interact with the 

surrounding beams and columns [4]. It is therefore appropriate herein to allow for the 

participation of such elements in global structural behavior. The omission of infill 

walls effect can be related to the absence of building code provisions, the lack of 

knowledge of the composite behavior of the frame and the infills and also due to the 

unwanted analytical complexities they introduce to the structure [5], [6]. 

The fundamental period is an important design parameter that plays a 

significant role in the computation of design base shear. The design codes provide 

approximate empirical expressions to estimate the fundamental period. Although the 

use of more accurate methods of mechanics is permitted in the codes, which is in fact 

the default option in many codes including the 2003 Egyptian Code of Loads [7]. It is 

specified that the value of natural period obtained by such methods must not be 

overestimated as this tends to underestimate the seismic forces. In the beginning of the 

seismic excitation the undamaged structure will have much higher stiffness than the 

considered (i.e. accepted in the model) one. This means, that the structure should 

withstand loading that is several times larger than the design loading to which it has 

been dimensioned. The overestimation of natural period may mainly be related to 

uncertainties associated with the participation of nonstructural elements whose effects 

may not have been considered in period determination and on the seismic         

response [8], [9]. 

The periods of some actual concrete buildings were recorded during past 

earthquakes in many places in the world and compared to the code equations, distinct 

difference between the results was reported [8], [10]. Moreover, a recently conducted 

field study revealed that buildings are often much stiffer than that predicted by the 

computer analysis of the skeletal frame due to the participation of infill brick walls [11]. 

Experimentally, the influence of the “non-structural” elements was established in an 

illustrative way during an in-situ test of two eight-story buildings. While the first 

building is completed, only the main structure of the second one is completed, for the 

first building (the stiffness is resulted from the interaction between the main structural 

system and the masonry infills) the fundamental period was 0.60 s. This value was 

recorded as 0.95 s for the second building (the stiffness is obtained only by the main 

structural system).  

Most semi-empirical building codes use a building period directly proportion 

to the magnitude of the force that should be sustained by buildings at a specific stress 

level and provide empirical formulas to determine the lower bound fundamental period 

in order to establish the proper design force level. However, such codes have not 

settled on a uniform method for determining the period, because the required design 

force level and characteristics of buildings constructed in each region are different. To 

determine the design base-shear for seismic design, the formulas for determining the 

period specified in the current 2003 ECOL are derived exactly as those of the Eurocode 
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– 8 [13]. In this connection, some considerations of the 2003 ECOL need to be  

urgently discussed due to their decisive influence on the structural safety.   

Despite the relatively large number of seismic reliability studies in the 

literature, few deal with infilled frames and there is still a lack in the knowledge of 

many aspects concerning this concept. The main purpose of this study is to  

analytically investigates the effect of infill walls with different configurations on the 

natural period of moment resisting and shear wall R. C structures. The infill masonry 

walls are idealized using the equivalent strut methodology taking into consideration the 

effect of openings. The analyzed building is a typical building with and without 

masonry infill walls. Different eight configurations of shear walls are studied. The 

interaction between masonry infills and R. C shear walls over different building 

heights is evaluated through analyzing the used building with different five heights 

represented by the number of stories ranging from six stories to twenty stories. The 

equations related to the natural period exist in many international codes are discussed.  

Special concern is applied to analytically investigate the validity of the equations 

presented by the 2003 ECOL to estimate the period of R.C buildings with shear walls  

in comparison with the corresponding equations of UBC 97 [14]. The results of modal 

analysis carried out on the investigated shear wall buildings with five different heights 

and have  masonry infill walls are compared with the corresponding results obtained 

from some specified codes.      

 

2.  MODELING OF INFILL WALLS AS DIAGONAL STRUTS 

Investigations to model the behavior of masonry infill walls, experimentally and 

analytically, have been conducted over the past decades. Different types of analytical 

macro-models, based on the physical understanding of the overall behavior of an infill 

panel, were developed to model the behavior of infilled frames. The single strut model 

is the most widely used of the available models, though this model is the simplest one, 

it is unable to capture the local effects occurring to the frame members, but, it is 

evidently the most suitable one for analysis of large structures. Thus, R. C frames with 

unreinforced masonry walls are modeled as equivalent braced frames (EBF) with infill 

walls replaced by "equivalent struts". The early versions of this equivalent strut model 

included a pin-jointed strut with its width taken as one-third the infill diagonal. Using 

the theory of beam on elastic foundation, a non-dimensional parameter was defined as 

the relative lateral stiffness of the infill. This method was further extended to predict 

the lateral stiffness and strength of multi-story infilled frames [1]. Another model for 

representing the brick infill panel by equivalent diagonal strut was proposed by 

Mainstone [15] and widely used by many researchers. For this model, the strut area, 

eA , was given using the following expressions: 
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h and l are the height and length of the frame panel, respectively, Ec and Ei are the 

elastic moduli of the column and of the infill panel, respectively, t is the thickness of 

the infill panel,   is the angle defining diagonal strut, Ic is the moment of inertia of the 

column and Hi is the height of the infill panel.  

Although infill walls usually have oversized openings, recent research has 

focused mainly on the simple case of infill walls without openings, research of the 

infill wall with openings is still limited. Recently, Asteris [5] investigated the influence 

of the masonry infill panel opening in the reduction of the infilled frames stiffness by 

means of finite element technique. The values of the stiffness reduction factor relying 

on the percentage opening and the position of opening are presented in the form of 

diagrams. His study found that the effect of openings can be estimated by multiplying 

the value of ew  in Eq. (2) of Mainstone [15] by the value of the reduction factor 

represented by Asteris [5]. A schematic diagram of modeling infill walls as equivalent 

strut is shown in Fig. 1.   

 

l

h

Compression

       Strut

 
                  Fig. 1: Modeling of reinforced concrete frame with masonry infill 

 

3.  DESCRIPTION OF MOMENT RESISTING FRAME BUILDING   

The first studied building is a typical moment resisting frame reinforced concrete 

building without shear walls. The dimensions of the building are 25.0 by  18.0 m. The 

typical bay width is 5.0 m in the longitudinal direction and 6 m in the transverse 

direction, a plan of the building is shown in Fig. 2. The building has six floors with 

height above foundations of 19.5 m, the typical story height is 3.0 m, except the first 

story which has a height of about 4.0 m, no basement is presented. The gravity load 

resisting system consists of 0.12 m thickness two way solid slabs supported by beams 

of 0.2 m width and overall depth of 0.6 m, the beams are modeled with real 

reinforcement as specified by the design. The loads of each floor are transmitted to the 

columns which are modeled with different plan dimensions and reinforcement 

according to the design of building, the dimensions and reinforcement of the columns 

vary with height. The lateral load resisting system is the frame action between beams 

and columns, the dimensions of the columns in the first story are shown in Table 1. 

The compressive strength of concrete used for the building is 25.0 MPa while the used 

steel is high tensile with yield strength of 400 MPa.  
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In this analysis, the infill walls function mainly as building cladding positioned 

at all four sides of building plus, in some specified configurations, internal partitions in 

some considered places. The different configurations of infill walls, considered in this 

study, mainly depend on two parameters. The first parameter is the number of cladding 

sides at which openings can be applied due to the site conditions, whether this side 

faces a street or adjacent to another building. The openings are applied to the 

considered external cladding walls only according to the applied considered 

configuration. The openings are applied with almost large size, each opening occupies 

about 18.5 % of the wall at which it is applied. The second considered parameter of 

wall infills is the existence of internal walls. In this study the internal walls are applied 

only at some selected places, these internal walls are used as partitions without any 

openings. Relying on those two parameters, eight different configurations are 

considered to determine the effect of possible infill walls applications on the structural 

response. A plan of the different eight configurations of masonry infill walls used in 

this study along with the specified notation for each configuration are illustrated in  Fig. 

3, while the elevation of two sample walls along two orthogonal directions is shown in 

Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 2: Plan of the investigated building 

 

Table 1: Dimensions of columns (m) in the first floor. 
 

Col. model C1  C2 C3 C4 C5 

Dim. 0.30 x 0.30 0.30 x 0.50 0.40 x 0.40 0.60 x 0.60 0.30 x 0.90 
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Fig. 3: Different configurations of infill walls 

 

The notations presented in Fig. 3 can be described as:   

2S: Only 2 walls of the four external walls have openings, no internal walls. 

3S: Three walls of the external walls have openings, no internal walls. 

4S: All the four external walls have openings, no internal walls. 

4SN: None of the external walls has openings, no internal walls. 

2SI, 3SI, 4SI and 4SNI: The same external wall configurations as 2S, 3S, 4S and 4SN, 

respectively, but with the consideration of internal walls.  

 
          a)  Longitudinal direction                                  b) Transverse direction 

 

Fig. 4: Elevation of sample external walls along two orthogonal axes  

 

In the present study, the infill walls are idealized using equivalent diagonal 

strut model using Eq. (1) to Eq. (3). According to the charts presented by Asteris [5] 

and assuming the most critical position of walls, almost at the middle, the considered  

opening ratio of 18.5 % results in a reduction factor of 40%. So, the equivalent strut 

width  resulted from Eqs. (2) and (3) of each considered wall is multiplied by this 

reduction factor.  
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Different materials of masonry infill walls are considered through assigning 

different stiffness values of infills. The stiffness of infills takes 7 values ranges 

between 2.0 GPa to 8.0 GPa. The three dimensional modal analysis is conducted using 

ETABS software package, nonlinear version 9 [16].   

 

4- MODAL ANALYSIS OF MOMENT RESISTING STRUCTURES 

The 3-D modal analysis of the studied building with different predescribed eight cases 

of infill wall configurations is carried out. For each case, two common different infill 

wall thicknesses which are 0.12 m and 0. 20 m are considered. The modal analysis is 

carried out over masonry infill wall stiffness ranges between          2.0 GPa and 8.0 

GPa. The obtained results of the fundamental natural period are compared with those 

obtained from the 1993 Egyptian Code of Loads (T = 0.1 N, where N is the number of 

stories) [17] and the 2003 ECOL (T = 0.075 H
 3/4

  in which H is the total building 

height).   

The effect of considering the masonry infill walls on the values of natural 

period can be observed clearly from Fig. 5 to Fig. 8. It is found that excluding the 

effect of these walls from the modal analysis can lead to highly overestimated natural 

period values. In comparison with code equations, the bare frame results in natural 

period values about twice the value suggested by the 1993 ECOL and about 1.7 times 

that is suggested by the 2003 ECOL. This high overestimation can lead to high 

reduction in the seismic forces the structure is supposed to be designed to resist, and 

hence unsafe seismic design. The great problem of high variation between the natural 

vibration results obtained from modal analysis software,  when ignoring the effect of 

infill walls, and the values suggested by the code equations almost faces researchers 

and designers. This high variation can be highly reduced by considering the effect of 

infill walls in the modal analysis. The reduction in the values of natural vibration of the 

building,  considering the effect of infills, relative to the bare frame ranges between   

25% and 67%. Although the wide range of wall stiffness considered in this study, the 

results of natural period for all studied eight cases with infill walls are scattered around 

the suggested values of the 1993 ECOL and 2023 ECOL. For all the studied cases, the 

maximum upper difference related to these codes are about 49.5% and 29%, 

respectively while the maximum lower difference related to the same codes are -31.5% 

and - 41.0 %, respectively. The excess in the values of the maximum lower differences 

are resulted from the cases when ignoring the openings of the external walls. Frames 

with infill walls having stiffness ranges between 4.0 and 6.0 GPa, result in values of 

natural period with maximum difference related to the two preceding reference codes 

does not exceed 31.0 % and 21.0 % , respectively, while maximum lower difference is 

about -24.5% and -35%, respectively. The maximum upper and lower difference for all 

studied cases are shown in Tables 2 and 3.  

The effect of changing the types of brick infills through changing their  

stiffness on the obtained results of fundamental period is studied. It is clear that the 

values of the fundamental period are reversely proportional to the masonry infill wall 

stiffness. The effect of stiffness on the obtained values of natural period is more 

remarkable with small stiffness values and decreases as the wall stiffness increases. 

The stiffness of the infill walls has almost the same effect on the different studied 
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configurations. The difference between the maximum and minimum fundamental 

period, for each configuration, relative to that of the bare frame ranged between about 

15.6 % and 21.0 %.  
 

 

Fig. 5: Natural vibration of cases: 2S, 2SI, 3S and 3SI (wall thickness =0.12 m) 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 6: Natural vibration of cases: 4S, 4SI, 4SN and 4SNI (wall thickness =0.12 m) 
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Fig. 7 : Natural vibration of cases: 2S, 2SI, 3S and 3SI (wall thickness =0.2 m) 
 

 

Fig. 8 : Natural vibration of cases: 4S, 4SI, 4SN and 4SNI (wall thickness =0.20 m) 

 

The results of the frames with infill wall thickness equal 0.12 m are compared 
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in the values of natural period of frames with infill wall thickness 0.12 m relative to the 

same case with infill wall thickness 0.25 is about 15.6 %. 

The influence of infill wall openings on the resulted natural period is studied. 

This effect can be clearly evaluated from studying the behavior of two configurations 

4S and 4SI in comparison with reference configurations 4SN and 4SNI, respectively. It 

can be concluded that considering the openings in walls plays an important role in the 
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external walls. The consideration of wall openings can result in a difference in the 

values of natural period, relative to the same case when ignoring the effect of openings 

up to 30 % and 34 %  for frames with infill walls of 0.12 m and 0.20 wall thickness, 

respectively. The effect of number of walls which can have openings, due to the site 

considerations, is also studied. The variations of the number of external walls having 

openings from two walls to four walls can influence the resulted natural period up to 

about 14%.      

The effect of considering the internal walls on the results of modal analysis is 

also considered. It is found that including the internal walls, as specified in this study,  

in the model can decrease the values of natural period relative to same case ignoring 

the effect of internal walls with a ratio ranges between 5 % and 26 % . It is noted that 

the effect of internal walls increases with increasing the stiffness of infill wall.  

 

Table 2: Difference (%) between modal analysis (thickness = 0.12 m) and codes. 

 

Table 3: Difference (%) between modal analysis (thickness = 0.2 m) and codes. 
 

 

5- INTERACTION BETWEEN SHEAR AND INFILL WALLS   

This study is extended to evaluate the effect of the interaction between the reinforced 

concrete shear walls and masonry infill walls over different building heights.  Doing so, 

the case of study building presented and analyzed in the previous sections is modified 

and redesigned to have 5 different heights represented by number of floors. Buildings 

with 6, 9, 12, 16 and 20 floors are studied. The lateral resisting system of all buildings 

consists, mainly, of shear walls plus moment resisting frames. The thickness of all 

shear walls are kept constant and equal 0.20 m. The effective total lengths of shear 

walls in the first story in each orthogonal direction (Lw)  is designed to meet the seismic 

requirements and is taken as a ratio of the total height of building. This ratio (Lw /H) is 

0.20 for walls along the short direction and 0.165 for walls situated in the longitudinal 

direction. The position of shear walls for building with different heights represented by 

the number of floors are shown in Fig. 9.  

For the purpose of brevity, only the results of 2S and 2SI configurations are 

selected to represent the studied building having masonry infill walls with either     

Case 2S 2SI 3S 3SI 4S 4SI 4SN 4SNI 

1993 

ECOL 

Upper 45.2 34.5 49.6 36.3 49.2 28.8 25.5 8.4 

Lower 6.6 -6.8 15.7 -5.6 15.3 -0.43 -5.6 -18.5 

2003  

ECOL 

Upper 25.4 16.1 29.1 17.7 41.7 22.3 14.9 -0.8 

Lower -8.0 -19.5 -0.1 -18.5 4.1 -10.1 -20.4 -31.3 

Case 2S 2SI 3S 3SI 4S 4SI 4SN 4SNI 

1993 

ECOL 

Upper 29.4 18.9 35.2 20.3 34.5 16.1 15.0 -0.7 

Lower -5.1 -19.1 3.6 -18.0 3.2 -10.9 -18.3 -29.5 

2003  

ECOL 

Upper 11.7 2.7 16.7 3.9 27.1 9.7 3.5 -10.7 

Lower -18.1 -30.1 -10.6 -29.4 -8.0 -20.6 -31.5 -40.8 
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0.12 m or 0.20 m made of brick with stiffness equal 5.0 GPa. A total of 25 cases      (20 

with infill masonry walls and 5 corresponding bare frame) are studied, number 12 or 

20 is added to 2S and 2SI notations to mark for the thickness of infill walls.  

The ratios between the natural period of the studied cases with infill walls 

obtained from modal analysis relative to the results obtained for the corresponding bare 

frames are represented in Fig. 10 and Table 4. It can be observed that generally, the 

effect of infill walls on the values of natural period increases as the height of building 

decreases. For six floors shear wall buildings, the period ratios relative to the bare 

frame for the different studied cases range between about 48.13 % and 57.0 % while 

for the 20 floor building these ratios highly increase to reach a range between 81.13 % 

and 90.40 %. For each studied configuration this natural vibration ratio to bare frame 

increases as the building height increases.  

The corresponding period ratios of the 6 floors buildings without shear walls 

are displayed in Fig. 10 as (
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) for the purpose of comparison. It seems to be, for the 

considered building height, that infill walls have almost the same effect on the natural 

period whether the building is moment resisting frame or shear wall building, the 

difference in the results between the two cases does not exceed 4 %.  

The existence of internal walls has slightly affected the period ratio of the 

studied cases, considering the internal infill walls in the model yields a difference in 

the results ranges between 8% and 12% for configurations with 0.12 m wall thickness 

and difference ranges between  6% to 15% for 0.25 m wall thickness configurations.  

The thickness of walls has minor effect on the obtained period ratios of the 

different studied cases, also there effect is fading as the height of building increases. 

For 20 floors building, the thickness of walls affected the results by about 3.5 % and 

4.5 % for building without and with internal walls, respectively. The maximum 

difference is recorded for building with minimum height, for this building the effect of 

wall thickness ranges between 7.5 % and 9.3 % for cases without and with internal 

walls, respectively.        

 

 
  6 floors                                      9 floors                                    12 floors     

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          16 floors                                 20 floors 

 

Fig. 9: Positions of shear walls for buildings with different heights    
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Fig. 10 : Ratios between period of buildings with infill walls to bare buildings 

 

Table 4 : Period (%) ratios of different configuration relative to the bare frame 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

6- ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON WITH CODE EQUATIONS 

This section of the present study is concerned mainly with the provisions made related 

to the existence of masonry infill walls and  equations presented by a variety of 

international codes to estimate the fundamental natural period of R. C shear wall  

structures. Deeply, the equations suggested by the 2003 ECOL to estimate the natural 

period of shear wall buildings are investigated in comparison with similar code 

equations. Finally, the results of natural period obtained for the different studied cases 

presented in section 5 are compared with 1993 ECOL, 2003 ECOL and UBC 97.  

Very few design codes have made provisions on RC frames with infill walls, 

among which is the Eurocode - 8 [13]. This code requires that “infill walls which 

contribute significantly to the lateral stiffness and resistance of the building should be 

taken into account. Eurocode - 8 considers brick masonry infilled R. C frames as dual 

systems which are classified into three ductility classes, namely, high, medium and low. 

The effect of infills is neglected for the low ductility classes. The Eurocode - 8 presents 

two alternatives for estimating the natural period for R. C shear wall buildings, the first 

is for buildings with height less than 80 m. The value of T, can be estimated as: 

T= C t H 
3/4

                                                                                                                  (4)  

Case 2S12 2SI12 2S25 2SI25 

 6 floors 57.00 52.60 53.00 48.13 

9  floors   71.77 66.85 67.51 61.6 

12 floors   80.33 71.57 76.35 66.44 

16  floors   84.37 80.58 80.26 75.84 

20  floors 90.43 84.84 87.35 81.13 

No. of stories 

N
o
. 

o
f 

fl
o
o
rs
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in which, C t = 0.05  

Alternatively, the value of C t for structures with concrete or masonry shear walls may 

be taken as: 

ct AC /075.0                                                                                                                                                                      (5) 

 

with   2

 ))/(2.0( HLAA wiic
                                                                               (6)     

in which;   

cA is the combined effective area of  shear walls in the first story. 

iA is the effective cross sectional area of  shear walls in the first story.  

wiL is the length of shear wall i in the first story.  

The Eurocode - 8 modifies the seismic action effects using a new expression which is   , 

aveT , the average value of the first mode period and can be obtained as: 

2

ifbf

ave

TT
T


                                                                                      (7)                     

Where, 

bfT  = the fundamental  period of the bare structure excluding the effect of infills. 

ifT  = fundamental period of bare structure considering infills as structural elements. 

The UBC 97 considers the infill walls as nonstructural elements and neglects 

their effect on the natural vibration. For calculating the period of shear wall buildings, 

this code presented the same two alternatives, Eq. (4) for the first alternative and   

Eqs. (5) and (6) for the second alternative,  as the Eurocode - 8 except that the 

second of Eq. (6) takes the form 

  ))/(2.0( 2

 HLAA wiic
                                                                                       (8)                                                                         

Noting that only the term (Lwi /H) in Eq. (8) is squared whereas the 

whole ))/(2.0( HLwi  term in Eq. (6) is squared. If the period is determined using 

another method of analysis, the value of T is limited. In Seismic Zone 4, the period 

cannot be over 30% greater than the value determined using code equatin and in zones 

1, 2 and 3 it cannot be more than 40% greater. This provision is included to eliminate 

the possibility of using an excessively long period to justify an unreasonably low base 

shear.  

The Canadian Code [18] neglects the effect of infills, uses  Eq. (4) but gives a 

condition that the natural period evaluated dynamically, should not exceed 1.5 the 

value of T obtained using the empirical formulae in the code. The reason for this upper 

limit arises from the concern that the mathematical models, used in a dynamic analysis, 

frequently overestimate the periods e.g. by neglecting the non-structural elements. 

The Indian Seismic Code [19] excludes the effect of brick infills and 

recommends that the fundamental period of an R.C building with infills be 

estimated using the empirical expression: 

d

H
T

09.0
                                                                                                              (9)       

where d is the maximum base dimensions of the building along the considered 

direction of seismic force. 
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The Egyptian Code of Loads (1993 ECOL) was first presented in 1993.  This 

code provided a formula for calculating the fundamental natural period of shear wall 

buildings the same as Eq. (9). This equation lacks any details about the shear wall 

system such as the configuration, number and arrangement of shear walls. The       

2003 ECOL, which was presented in 2003 and renewed in 2004, provides two 

alternatives for computing the fundamental period of buildings with shear walls. These 

two alternatives are exactly as the alternatives presented by the Eurocode - 8 through    

Eqs. (4) to (6). The 2003 ECOL limits the use of Eq. (4) to buildings other than 

moment resisting frames and with heights up to 60 meters. The second alternative is 

suggested for buildings with concrete or masonry shear walls, the only limitation of 

Eq. (6) is that the value of (Lwi /H) not to exceed 0.9. The two  alternatives do not 

present any provisions about infill walls or any limitations about the period that can be 

calculated using the method of dynamic analysis. 

The second alternative of the 2003 ECOL is extensively investigated in 

comparison with the corresponding equations presented by the 1997 UBC. Eqs. (5), (6) 

and (8) depend on four variables, three of them are related to the shear walls 

themselves which are length, area and number of shear walls, the fourth variable is 

related to the height of building. A parametric study is carried out to investigate the 

influence of main variables affecting these two equations on the obtained values of the 

natural period. The considered parameters are the first story total effective shear wall 

lengths ( Lw ) in one direction, number of shear walls in a considered direction, and the 

total height of building (H). The first story effective total wall lengths in a considered 

direction is selected to be relative to the height of building (Lw /H) and takes the ratios 

of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4, in the orthogonal direction the corresponding (Lw /H) ratios are 

0.825, 0.165, 0.25 and 0.33, respectively. The number of shear walls in a considered 

direction changes as 1, 2, 3 and 4 walls. The height of building, in turn, is considered to 

vary from 3.0 m up to 70 m. A modal analytical study is carried out on the case study 

building, as bare frame excluding the effect of infills, using the new mentioned 

parameters of the total length and number of walls, the height of the building is 

represented by the number of floors which is taken as 6, 9, 12, 16 and 20 floors.  

The influence of the effective total lengths of shear walls relative to the height 

of building (Lw /H) on the obtained  period using the investigated codes in comparison 

with the corresponding values of modal analysis, applying two shear walls in the 

considered direction, is shown in Fig. 11. In this figure the values obtained from the 

2003 ECOL and UBC 97 are represented using thick continuous and dashed lines, 

respectively, while the results obtained from the modal analysis are given sympols.  It 

is found that all the values suggested by the investigated two codes equations are, in 

contrary to the usual trend, higher than the values obtained from the modal analysis of 

the studied buildings, although ignoring the effect of infills. According to the         

2003 ECOL, buildings with (Lw /H)  equal 0.1 yields extremely high values of natural 

period, at least about 3.4 times the values suggested by the same code for the same 

building without shear walls. Very high unrealistic values of fundamental period still 

also be obtained using 2003 ECOL at (Lw /H)  ratio of 0.2 and ratio of 0.1 using     

UBC 97. It is also noted that the variation in the values obtained per any of the two 

codes as the shear wall lengths to height ratio changes is very high especially for the 

lower rations, this trend is more sound for 2003 ECOL than the UBC 97. Although this 

variation is similar in trend for the results of modal analysis, that the fundamental 
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period is inversely proportional to the shear wall lengths, but is completely different in 

the values. Taking, for example, the results at building height equivalent to number of 

floors equal 12 floors it is found that the ratios of the degradation of the obtained 

natural period of building with (Lw /H) ratios equal 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 relative to the same 

building with ratio equal 0.4 is 3.2, 1.9 and 1.3, for 2003 ECOL, respectively. The 

corresponding obtained ratios for the UBC 97 are 2.2, 1.5 and 1.2, respectively. The 

variation in the results obtained from the modal analysis for the same ratios of wall 

lengths to height rations are much less than those obtained from the code equations, the 

degradation ratios, at the same height, are 1.4, 1.3 and 1.1.       

 

 

 
 

Fig. 11 : Effect of (Lw /H) in the first story on the obtained natural period  

 

The effect of changing the number of shear walls, in a considered direction,   

while keeping the ratio of total shear wall lengths in the first story to the building 

height fixed is also studied and presented in Fig. 12, same method of representation is 

used as Fig. 11. The number of shear walls, in the considered direction, is  designed to 

be 1, 2, 3 and 4 shear walls, for each case the ratio (Lw /H) equals 0.2. It is observed 

that there is extreme variation in the values obtained using the 2003 ECOL as the 

number of shear walls changes, although the (Lw /H) ratio is kept fixed. This recorded 

variation is unlike the corresponding values obtained using the UBC 97 equation 

which, except the case of using one wall in a direction, exhibits very close results for 

the studied cases with different shear wall numbers of 2, 3 and 4 shear walls. Modal 

analysis is carried out for the case of study bare frame buildings with the previously 

mentioned heights, the same considered numbers of shear walls (2, 3 and 4) are 

considered for buildings with each studied height, in addition to these wall numbers, 

building with 6 and 9 stories are also studied using one shear wall in the considered 

direction. The modal analysis yields that there is some variation between the results of 

natural period due to changing the wall number but this variation is small and vanishes 

as the height of building increases. It is also noted from the modal analysis that the 

natural period is proportional to the number of shear walls, same outcome is observed 
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for the two considered codes. To compare and evaluate the results obtained from   2003 

ECOL, UBC 97 and the modal analysis, the results at height equivalent to building 

with 9 sttheories is considered. It is found that the variation in results due to changing 

the number of shear walls from 4, 3 and 2 shear walls, relative to the results of 

buildings with shear walls equal 1, is calculated to be 1.6, 1.5 and 1.3 for 2003 ECOL, 

respectively. The corresponding results obtained for all cases using the UBC 97 are 

about 1.1, while for the modal analysis this variation is 1.3, 1.2 and 1.1, respectively.     

 

 Fig. 12 : Effect of the number of shear walls in the first story on the obtained period  

 

The high difference in the results, for the same condition, although there is 

high similarity between the equations used by the two codes, 2003 ECOL and UBC 97,  

worth to find an interpretation. The only difference between the two codes is that the 

second part in 2003 ECOL equation takes the shape 
2))/(2.0( HLwi while this part 

takes the shape ))/(2.0( 2HLwi in UBC 97, as mentioned before. A fast 

investigation for this part of the equation used in 2003 ECOL and UBC 97,  is carried 

ut. The values obtained from this part are plotted over individual values of (Lwi /H) 

changing from 0.05 to 0.9 as shown in Fig. 13. It can be observed that the two codes 

will result in identical natural period for a value of (Lwi /H) equal to 0.4, values of    (Lwi 

/H) less than this value will result in natural period obtained from the 2003 ECOL 

higher than the corresponding values obtained from the UBC 97 and vice versa, noting 

that Lwi represents the length of an individual shear wall. It is clear from this figure that 

the 2003 ECOL is very sensitive for the lower values of (Lwi /H), as an example, 

changing the value of  (Lwi /H) from 0.1 to 0.2 results in a change in the value obtained 

by the considered part of the equation of  2003 ECOL from 0.09 to 0.16 while for the 

UBC 97 this change for the same ratios is only from 0.21 to 0.24. 
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          Fig. 13 : Interpretation of the difference between 2003 ECOL and UBC 97 
 

 Finally, the maximum and minimum values, corresponding to cases 2S12 and 

2SI20, of natural period obtained from the modal analysis for the case study buildings, 

presented in section 5 with infill walls along with the results of the corresponding bare 

frame buildings are compared to the values obtained from 1993 ECOl, 2003 ECOL and 

the UBC 97. The two alternatives of the 2003 ECOL and UBC 97 are used, noting that 

the first alternative is the same for these two codes. The studied cases have either 2 or 4 

shear walls in the considered direction, so the second alternative of either 2003 ECOL 

and UBC 97 code are presented with 2 and 4 walls. The results are shown in Fig. 14, it 

can be concluded that there is extreme difference between the results obtained using 

the two alternatives of the 2003 ECOL, the second alternative of the 2003 ECOL 

results in values of natural period about 3.6 to 6 times higher than the first alternative. 

The same trend is observed also for the UBC 97 but with less variation, the second 

alternative of this code gives values about 2.0 to 3.3 times the first alternative. It is also 

worth to mention here that, in contrary to what should be in seismic design, the second 

alternative of both considered codes gives values much higher than the values obtained 

from the modal analysis of the studied building even the bare frame building. The 1993 

ECOL and the first alternative of the two considered codes give, some how, close 

results. It is very clear that the maximum and minimum values of fundamental period 

obtained from the modal analysis of the studied building with infills are very close 

from the values suggested by the 1993 ECOL and the first alternative of the 2003 

ECOL. The maximum difference between the results of modal analysis, relative to 

1993 ECOL  code equation, ranges between 3.3 % and 34.0 % for cases with infill 

walls, the bare frame exhibits high deviation from this equation ranges between 30.3 % 

and 134.0 %. The corresponding comparison with the first alternative of the 2003 

ECOL yields deviation in the values of natural period obtained for buildings with 

infills from about 0.6 % to 35.6 % and for the bare frame building the deviation is still 

very high and ranges between 54.9 % and 108.6 %.    
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     Fig. 14 : Comparison between modal analysis and the specified code equations 

 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

An analytical study is carried out to evaluate the effect of masonry infills with 

openings on the fundamental period of buildings. Variety of different infill thickness 

and configurations over a wide range of infill stiffness are considered. The interaction 

between ifill and shear walls over different heights of buildings represented by the 

number of floors which ranges between 6 and 20 floors is studied. Deep investigation 

of the 2003 ECOL equations for estimating period in comparison with corresponding 

codes is presented and followed by a comparison of the obtained modal analysis results 

with specified codes equations. The following conclusions may be drawn out.  

1) Ignoring the effect of masonry infill walls from the modal analysis of    moment 

resisting reinforced concrete frame buildings results in very high overestimation 

of the fundamental period in comparison to the values obtained from ECOL 

equations. This high overestimation will,  in turn highly reduce the seismic forces 

the building should be designed to resist. Considering the effect of infills, 

especially with medium stiffness, in the modal analysis yields values of 

fundamental period very close to those suggested by the ECOL, either 1997 or 

2003 editions.    

2) The modal analysis of the studied moment resisting frame buildings proved that 

the consideration of the openings in the infill walls plays an important role in the 

obtained values of fundamental period. A change in the obtained results due to 

the consideration of openings could reach up to 34%. Infill walls with either 0.12 

or 0.2 m thickness results in relatively close behavior with maximum difference 

in the values of period does not exceed 15.4 %. Including the internal walls in the 

analysis resulted in a change of the obtained results ranged between 5 % and 26%.  

3) The effect of infills on the shear wall buildings highly increases as the total 

height of building decreases. The existence of reinforced concrete shear walls in 

the building highly reduces the effect of changing the thickness of masonry infills 
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or including the internal walls in the analysis rather than the moment resisting 

frame buildings.          

4) Using the second alternative of the 2003 ECOL to determine the period of shear 

wall buildings yields extreme variation in the results due to changing either the  

ratio or even changing the number of shear walls in a considered direction. The 

results obtained from the 2003 ECOL are completely different from the 

corresponding UBC 97 equations or the results obtained from the modal analysis 

even with bare frame. The reason for the extreme deviation in the results of the 

2003 ECOL is found to be related to that the 
2))/(2.0(( HLwi  part of the           

2003 ECOL equation is very sensitive for (Lwi /H) values less than 0.3 and hence 

the number of shear walls associated with these ratios.  

5) There is extreme difference between the results obtained using the two 

alternatives of the same code, either 2003 ECOL or UBC 97. The values of 

fundamental period obtained from the modal analysis of shear wall building with 

infills are very close from the values suggested by the 1993 ECOL or the first 

alternative of 2003 ECOL equations. There is high deviation of the results 

obtained from modal analysis of bare frame building and the last mentioned two 

codes equations.   
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 تأثير حوائط البناء علي زمن الفترة الطبيعية الأساسية للمنشآت الخرسانية المسلحة
 

علي الرغم من أن حوائط البناء تستخدم في معظم المبااني الخرساان ك اوااتااو أو فواداخ داخل اك    أن 
 لااي افترااار  التحل ااخ العااددذ لتاابا المباااني نااادرا مااا  ت اامن تود رهااا  وثااد  عااود  هماااخ تااود ر هاابا الحااوائط

معظم الأاواد المعن ك الي موادفاو خادك بإدراج تود ر هبا الحوائط أو  لي دراك التعر د المحتملاك التاي 
ثاد ت اا فتا هابا الحااوائط  لاي التحل ااخ العاددذ  وثااد  االدذ تبسا ط التحل ااخ بإهمااخ تااود ر هابا الحااوائط  لااي 

ر فااي ترااد ر الرااوذ العر اا ك التااي  ااا  أن ز ااادز زماان الفتاارز الطب ع ااك للمنؤااو ممااا  االدذ الااي نراا  اب اا
  دمم المبني لمراومتتا ومن دم تدم م مباني ثد   تحتمخ الروذ العر  ك التي  ا  أن تراومتا 

وتوتي هبا الدراسك لبحث تود ر حوائط البناء علي ث م زمن الفترز الطب ع ك للمنؤو  تام تمد اخ تاود ر الحاوائط 
عتبار تود ر الفتحاو المحتمخ ( مع الأخب في الإequivalent strutك )باستخدام طر رك الدعامك الماافئ

واودهااا فااي الحااوائط  لتحر ااا غاارث هاابا البحااث تاام تداام م مبنااي ماان سااتك طوابااا بو  طاااراو مراومااك 
للعزوم وتم دراسك دمان اك أو اا   لحاوائط البنااء باالمبني فخابا فاي الإعتباار أنواعاا مختلفاك لأحااار البنااء 

مختلفا  اما امتدو الدراسك لتبحث التداخخ ب ن حوائط البنااء وحاوائط الرا  الخرساان ك وبلا  وباو سماا 
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لمباني باو ارتفاعاو مختلفك تبدأ من ستك أدوار وحتي عؤر ن دورا  وفي هبا المبااني تام تدام م حاوائط 
 Lwللمبنااي )الرا  ل اتم تمد ااخ الطاوخ الالااي لحاوائط الراا  فاي الاادور الأوخ انسابك مان ا رتفااا  الالاي 

/H( في اخ اتااا علي حدذ  وأخ را فرد عن و هبا الدراسك بتدث ا معاد و الاود المدرذ   )ECOL 

1993, ECOL 2003 الخاداااك بحساااا  زمااان الفتااارز الطب ع اااك للمنؤااا و ماااع مرارناااك نتاااائ  هااابا )
 modalالؤالي ) المعاد و ببعث الأاواد العالم ك وابل  بالنتائ  التي تم الحدوخ عل تا من التحل خ

analysis )         لماموعك من المباني سواء بوخب تود ر حوائط البناء في ا عتبار أو بإهماخ تود رها 
وثد أظترو هبا الدراسك أن  هماخ أخب تود ر الحوائط في التحل خ الؤالي للمباني باو الإطاراو المراومك 

الطب ع ك للمنؤو ب نما  لدذ ت م ن تود ر هبا الحوائط  لي للعزوم  نت  عنه ترد ر مرتفع للغا ك لر م الفترز 
نتائ  ترتر  بؤدز من الر م المرترحك مان الااود المدارذ اماا وااد أن  دخااخ تاود ر فتحااو الحاوائط  لعا  

  ب نمااا لاام  اازد تااود ر ساام  الحااائط علااي % 43دورا اب اارا فااي نتااائ  التحل ااخ الؤااالي بنساابك تدااخ  لااي  
وثااد أدذ  دراج تااود ر الحااوائط الداخل ااك  لااي تغ اار فااي نتااائ  زماان الفتاارز الطب ع ااك %  4.53النتااائ  عاان 

وف مااا  خاا  المباااني باو حااوائط الراا  واااد أن حااوائط البناااء باو  %  62% و .للمنؤااو  تااراون باا ن 
لاابذ تاود ر اب اار علااي نتااائ  الفتارز الطب ع ااك للمنؤااو و ز ااد الماا ثااخ ارتفااا  المنؤااو  وببحاث المرتاارن الداااني ا

( لحساا  الفتارز الطب ع اك للمنؤا و الخرساان ك باو حاوائط الرا  ECOL 2003) ردمه الاود المدارذ 
أو حتاي  (Lw/Hواد أن هنا  تبا نا ؤد دا للنتاائ  المتحداخ عل تاا مان هابا المرتارن نت ااك لتغ ار نسابك )

ؤااالي وااابل  النتااائ  عاادد حااوائط الراا  امااا أن هاابا النتااائ  تختلاا  اختتفااا ااابر ا عاان نتااائ  التحل ااخ ال
المتحدخ عل تاا مان معااد و الأااواد المؤاابتك وثاد وااد أن الساب  فاي هابا  عازذ  لاي أن معادلاك الااود 

طوخ اخ حائط فردذ في الادور  Lwi  ح ث تمدخ  354أثخ من  (Lwi/Hالمدرذ ؤد دز الحساس ك لر م )
و حااوائط ثاا    علااي عاااج النتااائ  الأوخ  امااا أو ااحو الدراسااك أن نتااائ  التحل ااخ الؤااالي للمباااني با
والمرتااارن الأوخ مااان  1993ECOL)عناااد  همااااخ تاااود ر الحاااوائط   ترتااار  بؤااادز مااان الرااا م المردماااك مااان )

(2003 ECOL)  


